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58Giant multipole resonances and bound states in Ni and
Ni were studied with inelastic scattering of electrons at
102 MeV incident energy and scattering angles of 45, 60,
75, 90, and 105 degrees. In the energy interval from 5 to
50 MeV excitation energy, eleven and thirteen states or
u j 5 8 rT . , 60r , .resonances were observed m Ni and Ni, respectively.
5 8
Ni resonances were observed at excitation energies of
6.0 (E2) , 6.95 (E3) , 9.6 (E4), 13.3 (E3) , 15.1 (E4), 16.3 (E2)
,
13.3 (El), 20.0 (E4) , 21.75 (El), 27.0 (E3) , and 32.0 (E2) MeV.
Ni resonances were observed at excitation energies of
6.12 (E2) , 7.05 (E3) , 7.6 (E3) , 8.7 (E3) , 11.4 (E4), 12.8 (E3)
14.9 (E4) , 16.2 (E2) , 16.7 (El), 18.6 (E4), 19.2 (El),
27.1 (E3) , and 32.0 (E2) MeV.
The following resonances were previously not known or
differently classified:
58Ni - 6.0 (E2) , 9.6 (E4), 13.3 (E3) , 15.1 (E4),
20.0 (E4) , 27.0 (E3) , and 32.0 (E2) MeV.
60
Ni - 6.12 (E2) , 7.6 (E3) , 8.7 (E3) , 11.4 (E4),
12.8 (E3) , 14.9 (E4) , 18.6 (E4), 27.1 (E3)
,
and 32.0 (E2) MeV.
Additionally, electroexcitation at low momentum transfer
where the El cross section is predominantly excited shews
58
a pronounced difference in cross section for Ni when
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This work was conducted as part of an on-going research
project which began at the Naval Postgraduate School's 120
MeV linear accelerator in 1973. Previous investigations of
the giant resonance phenomena by inelastic electron scattering
197 2 R IfiR RQhave been conducted in Au, Pb , Ho, and Y as
reported in (WarW73) , (FerW74) , (Moor74), and (ShaS76).
Our work is a continuation of that begun by DuBois and
Bates (DuBB76) and is principally directed toward the compar-
ison of the isotopes Ni and Ni in the giant resonance
region.
Ni isotopes are particularly interesting candidates
for investigation since previous work with electron and
hadron scattering and photonuclear reactions has revealed
considerable structure in the giant resonance region. Addi-
tionally, isospin splitting of the isovector states has been
predicted for nuclei such as ' Ni with ground state iso-
spin T ? (FalG65)
.
The first objective of this research was to identify
5 8
the giant resonances in the 5 to 50 MeV region of Ni.
The second objective was to continue the analysis of the
previously collected data for Ni along with our additional
data taken at 45° scattering angle with effort concentrated
at the higher excitation energy regions of the spectra. Our
third objective was to compare the two isotopes with
11

particular emphasis on the possible isospin splitting of
isovector dipole (El) and quadrupole (E2) transitions.

II. BACKGROUND
The elastic and inelastic scattering of high-energy
electrons provides a means for the investigation of nuclear
structure since the electro-magnetic interaction is known
and the range of momentum transfer that can be produced by
using primary electron energies of about 100 MeV and
changing the scattering angle lead to cross sections that
are sensitive to the spatial structure of the nuclear
ground and excited states. The first major work involving
the electron-scattering study of the nuclear levels in
Ni started with experiments done at the High Energy
Physics Laboratory at Stanford University during 1960
(CraH61) . Inelastic scattering of 183 MeV electrons through
angles of 40°-90° was observed, leading to the excitation
of discrete nuclear excited states in Ni and Ni. The
excitation energies were below 8 MeV, and a Born approxima-
tion analysis of the measured inelastic form factors was
used to determine the multipolarities . The important results
of (CraH61) are: 1) the known E2 transitions, which in the
even-even isotopes lead to the first excited states of
Ni and Ni, were observed, 2) the form factors for the
two isotopes of Ni (58 and 60) were found to be nearly
identical for all momentum transfers investigated, including
those in the regions where the measurements disagreed with
the Born-approximation predictions, and 3) E4 transitions
13

in Ni and Ni were observed which had similar form
factors
.
In 1962, a study was made of the low-lying collective
excitations in Ni and Ni at the Argonne National Lab-
oratory (Broe63) . Inelastic scattering of 43 MeV alpha
particles was used to compare the relative strengths of
the excited levels in both nickel isotopes at low excita-
tion energies. Groups of states whose angular distributions
resembled those of the collective E3 levels were seen at
eg Cf|
excitation energies of 6.8 MeV in Ni and 6.2 MeV in Ni.
In 1968, a study was made of the nuclear states of
Ni and Ni at the Laboratory of Nuclear Science, Tohoku
University, Sendai, Japan (Uber71) , where inelastic scat-
tering of 183 and 250 MeV electron beams in the Tohoku
300 MeV linear accelerator produced data which were analyzed
using the Born approximation and the Helm model to determine
multipolarities and reduced transition probabilities. Work-
ing in the area from 1 to 8 MeV, Torizuka et al . found a
58total of fourteen states in Ni located at excitation
energies of 1.46(E2), 2.46(E4), 3.04(E2), 3.26(E2), 3.62(E4),
3.90(E2), 4.47(E4), 4.75(E4), 5.40(E4), 5.59(E4), 6.02(E3),
6.40(E3), 6.90 (E3) , and 7.20 (E3) MeV. Eleven states in
6 n
Ni were identified at excitation energies of 1.33(E2),
2.16(E2), 2.50(E4), 3.12(E4), 3.67(E4), 4.04(E3), 4.86,
5.05(E4 + E6) , 6.20(E3), 6.85(E3) and 7.05(E3) MeV. These




with previous investigations of Ni conducted by various
research groups throughout the world using a variety of
experimental procedures and data reduction techniques.
Also in 1968, experimental study in the giant resonance
region above 10 MeV excitation energy was begun. Min and
White (MinW68) reported measurements of photoneutron cross
sections of separated Ni and Ni, and natural nickel
samples in the excitation energy range from 10 to 26 MeV.
These results suggested that in the theoretical treatment
of the giant dipole resonance (El) of the nickel isotopes
in question, both in the absorption cross section and partial
width calculations, it is necessary to take into account the
5 8different isospins since the cross sections of Ni and
6
Ni determined were quite different in shape and integrated
cross section. Min and White determined that the integrated
(Y/n) cross section up to 25 MeV excitation energy exhausts
60% of the classical dipole (El) sum rule in Ni, but only
5 820% in Ni. The results of Min and White (MinW68) were
confirmed in 1974 by Fultz et al . (FulA74) where they
determined that the total integrated (y,n) cross section
up to 33.5 MeV excitation energy exhausts 91% of the Classi-
er n :q
cal dipole (El) sum rule in Ni, but only 33% in Ni
.
For comparison to the results presented in this report,
cp f.r\
a survey was made of experiments since 1968 using Ni
targets where various methods were used to identify giant
resonances above 10 MeV excitation energy. TABLE I (A
15

thru D) is divided into experimental results for the giant
dipole resonances (El) , the giant quadrupole resonances
(E2) , both isoscalar and isovector, and resonances around
13 MeV reported from various experiments since 1968.
Miyase et al. investigated the isospin splitting of
the El resonances in Ni and Ni by the (e,e'p) reaction
in the excitation energy range between 10 and 34 MeV
(Miy073)
. Their findings are analogous to that of the
(Y/P) reaction induced by bremsstrahlung; namely, that the
5 8
sum of photon and neutron cross sections is equal for Ni
fi n
and Ni. Fultz et al. (FulA74), however, point out that
their results may be too large since both the (y,Sn) and
(Y/Xp) cross sections contain the (Y/Pn) cross section,
which may be counted twice and thus may constitute the
dominant part of the high energy cross section in at least
Ni.
Gul'Karov et al . investigated the giant resonance re-
gion in Ni and Ni using electrons of about 200 MeV
energy in the excitation energy region between 10 and 30
MeV (GulA69) . Their results were found to be in agreement
with the predictions of the dynamic collective model,
(Drec6 8) , and the giant resonance cross sections of both
nickel isotopes were found to be about equal. This experi-
ment, as we know now, was the first (e,e') experiment which
excited the E2 giant resonance; but the identification of
the multipolarity of this resonance was wrong.
16

The first in-depth studies of the E2 resonance by
electron scattering were made at Darmstadt, Germany (PitW71,
BusG72) and in Japan (FukT72) . An interesting feature of
these studies was that E2 (or EO) resonances were observed
90
at an energy below the El resonance energy. Thus, in Zr
it turned out that E2 = 14.0 MeV, while El = 16.65 MeV,
in 08Pb, E2 = 10.7 MeV and El = 14.1 MeV, and in 139 La,
°Ce, and 41Pr, E2 = 12.0 MeV and El = 15.0 MeV. Gul'Ka-
rov et al . have reported an El resonance at 16.3 MeV in
6 n
Ni (GulA69, Gulk71, and Gulk73) . Youngblood et al . and
6
this report identify an E2 resonance in Ni in the area
of 16.4 MeV excitation energy with similar T and EWSR
depletion values. TABLE I-B and FIGURE 47 refer.
Several papers, (TorK73, KocB73, ChaB75, and YouM76),
have reported a resonance in the vicinity of 13 MeV exci-
5 8 6
tation energy for ' Ni as indicated in TABLE I-D, but
except for (TorK73) and (Gulk73) no multipolarity has been
assigned. FIGURES 33 and 45 of this work identify this
resonance of Ni and Ni respectively as being E3. This
result is of special importance, because a resonance at
-1/3
the corresponding energy of 5 3A MeV has been proposed
as a possible candidate for the E0 GR (breathing mode) in
20 8Pb (PitB74) , although an E2 assignment cannot be ruled
out (SchF75)
.
The information from photoneutron cross sections as
contained in (BerF75) coupled with the (a, a') measurements
of (YouM76) were valuable aids in providing a starting

* 58 fifl
point for fitting the ' Ni spectra, in particular, the




Inelastic electron scattering experiments are designed
to study nuclear transitions by measuring the difference in
energy between an incident electron beam and the electrons
which are scattered from a target nucleus. While electrons
are scattered by both elastic and inelastic collisions with
the nucleus, it is the inelastically scattered electron
which is of interest in experiments concerned with nuclear
dynamics. During inelastic collisions, the momentum that
is transferred to the nucleus excites it from the ground
state to either a higher bound state or to an unbound state.
The scattered electron loses an amount of momentum equal to
that transferred to the nucleus; hence, an energy spectrum
of the detected scattered electrons can determine the nuclear
transitions which have occurred. If the transition is to
a bound state, the nucleus will eventually decay to the
ground state by emission of a photon. If the transition
is to an unbound state, the nucleus may be transformed by
particle emission.
The momentum transfer can be expressed by
q = k l "
k
2
where q is the momentum transfer vector and k, and k 2 are
the incident and scattered electron momenta vectors,
19

respectively. Squaring both sides of the expression and
neglecting the rest mass of the electron compared to the
















where E. and E f are the energies of the incident and
scattered electrons, and 6 is the scattering angle. A
significant advantage of electron scattering over photo-
nuclear reactions for studying nuclear transitions is evident
from this expression. The momentum transfer in electron
scattering can be varied with incident electron energy or
scattering angle. In this experiment, the incident energy
was held constant while the scattering angle was changed.
Varying momentum transfer permits exploration of transitions
which may not be observed by photonuclear reaction and also
permits an assignment of multipolarities to observed transi-
tions by means of "form factors" which will be discussed
later. Photonuclear reactions are limited to a momentum
transfer q which is proportional to the nuclear excitation
frequency to of the excited state. It is, therefore, diffi-
cult to identify multipolarities of observed transitions,
and the ground state of the nucleus cannot be probed. In

adcfition, photonuclear reactions do not significantly excite
magnetic transitions.
Electron scattering enjoys two major advantages over
hadron scattering (a, a'), (d,d*), (p,p*), etc. First, the
interaction between the incident electron and the target
nucleus is understood theoretically and can be treated with
first order perturbation theory. Secondly, the interaction
between the electron and the nucleus is not only a Coulomb
interaction between charges but also an interaction of the
current and magnetic moments of the nucleus with the elec-
tro-magnetic field of the passing electron. The electron,
unlike the hadron, does not interact with the strong nuclear
force of the nucleus. Analysis of electron scattering data,
therefore, is unencumbered by approximations necessary in
accounting for the imperfectly understood nuclear force.
Another advantage of electron scattering over hadron scatter-
ing is the possibility of the excitation of the magnetic
transitions at backward scattering angles (Fagg75)
.
One disadvantage of electron scattering is the appear-
ance of the radiation tail which is caused mainly by photon
emission from elastically scattered electrons. The strength
of the radiation tail decreases with increasing scattering
angle and incident energy. An additional source of back-
ground radiation is caused by electrons striking the slits
of the analyzing magnet and the spectrometer walls. Since
the inelastic spectrum is superimposed on this radiation
tail, an accurate approximation of its effect must be made
21

in the line shape fitting program which resolves the inelas-
tic resonances. The radiation tail in this experiment was
calculated in the Born approximation (GinP64) , but using
correct elastic cross sections (FisR64) . The approximation
of the radiation tail constitutes the greatest uncertainty
(10-30%) in inelastic scattering experiments in the con-
tinuum. The inelastic peaks also have radiation tails
which are neglected for the Breit-Wigner line shape fits
used in this analysis.
In order to describe theoretically electron scattering,
one must solve the Dirac equation for the relativistic
electron in the electrostatic field of the nucleus. For
elastic electron scattering, the nucleus may be assumed to
be a fixed and massive point charge without spin or magnetic
moment. The electron is described as a Dirac free particle
which accounts for its spin, magnetic moment, and its rela-
tivistic nature. By considering the interaction between
the electron and nucleus in first order time-dependent
perturbation theory (Born approximation) , one can arrive
at the familiar Mott scattering cross section for a point










E. = total energy of the incident electron
= scattering angle.

The effect of a finite nuclear charge distribution is to
modify the cross section by a multiplication factor which
is the Fourier transform of the charge distribution and is
a function of momentum transfer q.
F(q) =
Ze
, -ik«r ,-*v ,Je p(r) dx (III-2)
where
q = n k
r = nuclear radial coordinate
The Mott cross section is also corrected for recoil by
including a recoil factor
R = 2E.





M = mass of nucleus.



















The so-called elastic "form factor" F(q) can be expressed
as the elastic cross section divided by the Mott cross










This expression was derived assuming a plane wave form for
the incident and scattered electron. The Born approx-
imation becomes increasingly inaccurate at higher Z. A
more accurate approximation is used in this work. A phase
shift analysis based on the partial wave expansion of the
scattered wave function obtained from the Dirac equation
was determined by Rawitscher (Rawi5 8) . The calculation
assumes that the potential acting on the electron is due to
a static Coulomb interaction arising from a charge distri-
bution. A complete description can be found in a thesis
written by Dennis (Denn70) . For the charge distribution of
nuclei, a two parameter distribution is assumed (ZieP6 8):
p(r) = PQ [1 + exp ( t/4.4
^" 1 (III-6)
where
p = normalized charge density
c = half-density radius
t = skin thickness measured between 10 and
90% of the charge distribution
r = nuclear radial coordinate.
24

The values of c and t were obtained from tabulated elastic
electron scattering results in (deJd74) . The elastic form
i i 2factor squared, |F(q) [ _, can be determined from these
values and is in turn used to obtain the inelastic form
i i 2factor squared, F(q) . , as follows. The ratio of the
area of the inelastic peak, A. , to the area of the elasticin
peak, A ., is, with the exception of radiative corrections,
equal to the ratio of the inelastic form factor squared to
the .elastic form factor squared. The computer code developed
for fitting the experimental data determines the elastic
and inelastic areas, uses the exact |F(q) | ,, calculated
with the code of (FisR6 4) from the given values of c and
t, and finally gives the inelastic cross sections (form
factors) :
F(q)| 2 = (A. /A,) |F(q)| 2 1 . (III-7)^
' in in el ' ^ ' el
The experimentally measured inelastic form factors
must be compared with inelastic form factors which are
calculated theoretically in order to determine multi-
polarities and transition strengths for observed resonances.
It is, therefore, necessary to understand the theoretical
development of inelastic electron scattering as well as
elastic scattering.
In the plane wave Born approximation, the differential
cross section (da/dft) _.T7TJ , for nuclear excitation by inelasticPWBA
25

electron scattering can be written as a sum over cross-





+ I (6o/6tt)m (III-8)
i i
where the cross sections for scattering of electrons of
incident energy E. (wave number k.) through an angle 6
into solid angle 6.0. , with momentum transfer q , is given
by (IsaB6 3) as follows:
dc_ Vdu
EX'
2 . , - . 2 A
4Tre (a+1) q A^
' j 3u_- [ - B (CA /q ,I + I-)VT (8) +
a[(2a+d::] 2 k. A+i i f l
B(EX,q,I
i




x 2_ [B(MX,q,I. * I f ) V_(8) ] (111-10MA X[(2X+1)I!] 2 k
±
Z i r t
where
X = transition multipolarity




The terms V (9) and V (6) depend only on the electron
Li X
variables before and after scattering. When energy trans-
fer is small compared with the initial and final electron
energies (k << k ,k ) , the angular distributions of

longitudinal and transverse virtual photons take the form
V (6) = cos 2 -6/4 sin 4 |e (III-ll)
V
T (6)
= (1 + sin 2 i-e) /8 sin 4 |e (111-12)
When the above expressions are substituted into equations
for the electric and magnetic cross sections, (III-9) and
(111-10) , written in terms of Mott cross section, one obtains
da
EX
/dfi = °Mott [FL
2










where F (q) and F (q) are the inelastic form factors
Li 1
for longitudinal and transverse photon absorption. It is
evident that the magnetic cross section is expected to become
increasingly more prominent as the scattering angle is
increased towards 180°. The decomposition of the inelastic
form factors is obtained from equations (III-9) and (111-10).
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where A can take integral values from to °° . The B values
represent the reduced nuclear transition probabilities which

are an indication of the strength of the transition or















where M(X,q) is the transition operator. The matrix element
of the transition operator for the longitudinal electric
or Coulomb interaction is related to the transition charge









(Q)p tr (r) (111-17)
The matrix elements representing the transverse electric
and magnetic interaction (denoted by E and M, respectively)
are expressed in terms of the transition current density,
j (r) , and the transition magnetization density, y tr ( r )>
as follows:
:If |M(EX,q) |li > = [(2X+1) :3q










XXy (^)y tr (r)] (111-18)
<I f |M(MX,q) |l i > =[(2X+l)li|q












In equations (111-17) thru (111-19), J A (3 r ) is the spherical
Bessel function of the order X, and where the terms
Y ($7) and Y
^^ u
(^) are the spherical and vector spherical
harmonic functions, respectively. If qr < 1, the spherical
Bessel functions in the transition operators may be repre-
sented by a power series in qr. In this manner, reduced
transition probabilities may be defined in the same way
as the radiative transition probabilities and are obtained
in this particular case by the substitution (IsaB63)
V^^V^' f" 1 " 20 '
Thus in the limit of small qr (long wave limit)
,
B(CX) = (2X+1) |/r A p tr (r)r
2
dr| 2 . (111-21)
The B(CX) term gives the strength of the transitions
occurring due to Coulomb interaction between the charges
of the electron and nucleus, while B(EX) and B(MX) give
strengths of convection current and magnetization contribu-
tions, respectively. However, the continuity equation re-
lates transition charge density and convection current den-
sity. Therefore, often the B(EX) values are given instead
of the B(CX) values. Both values are equal at the photon
point according to the Siegert Theorem (Uber71) , which is
a direct consequence of the continuity equation. The B-values
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given in this work are the B(EA, q = 0) , which are less
than one per cent different from the B(EA, q = k) , e.g.,
for an El transition at 16 MeV. As indicated in (IsaB63)
,
the magnetization and current contributions will be much
smaller than the charge contribution for collective transi-
tions, i.e., giant resonances. It is emphasized that at
forward angles one should expect that the transitions in
the giant resonance region are primarily due to Coulomb
interaction.
The accuracy of the plane wave Born approximation is
not sufficient for analysis of present-day inelastic
scattering data from medium and heavy nuclei. The necessary
improvement in accuracy of theoretical calculations of
inelastic scattering can be obtained by accounting for the
distorting effect that the Coulomb field has on the incident
and scattered electron waves. This is done by the distorted
wave Born approximation (DWBA) . Phase shift analysis of
wave functions obtained from numerical solutions of the
Dirac equation is accomplished using a computer code such
as that developed by Griffy, Biedenharn, Reynolds, Onley,
and Wright, known as GBROW (Uber71) . Five conditions are
assumed in the GBROW code:
(1) the transition is of an electric multipole character,
(2) the ground state is spherically symmetric,




(4) the interaction involved is free of polarization
or dispersion effects, and
(5) the excited state charge distribution is not
significantly distorted from the ground state
(ZieP68)
.
Since the transition potential of the nucleus has to be
determined, one must resort to a model to calculate the
nuclear potential in DWBA calculations. Giant resonance
phenomena, which occur when nucleons are excited collectively
within the nucleus, were first described by Goldhaber and
Teller (GolT4 8) , who made three alternative assumptions when
proposing their model in 1948 (see also Migd44) : (1) They
assumed that the restoring forces for protons, displaced-
from their original positions, are proportional to the
displacements and that the proportionality constant is the
same for every proton in all nuclei. This implies that the
frequency of dipole resonances is the same for all nuclei.
(2) They assumed that protons and neutrons on the surface
of the nuclei have fixed positions with respect to each
other. Motion of protons and neutrons inside the nucleus
causes density changes in proton fluid and neutron fluid.
Restoring forces per unit mass will, therefore, are propor-
tional to gradients of these densities. For a given
displacement in the nucleus, the maximum density change is
2inversely proportional to 1/R . Since the frequency of
nuclear resonances must vary as the square root of the
restoring force, it must be proportional to 1/R or the
-1/3inverse cube root of the nuclear mass (A ). (3) They
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assumed that protons and neutrons behave as two inter-
penetrating incompressible fluids. During dipole vibrations,
the two fluids undergo relative displacements so that near
the surface the two fluids no longer overlap. The total
2
restoring force is proportional to R . Hence, the
frequency of harmonic motion is proportional to the square







It is the second alternative which is generally called the
Goldhaber-Teller model and which was used in this work.
Uberall notes that experimental data for the giant
dipole resonance are described by 35.3 A ' MeV (Uber71)
.
Excitation energies in this paper are reported in units of
-1/3
A which are the more common units used for comparison
between nuclei. The transition charge density assumed by
the G-T model is given by
P tr (r)
= CGT .r
X " 1dp Q/dr (111-23)
where p (r) = charge density of the ground state.
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Uberall generalized the G-T model by making two modifica-
tions to the original assumptions in order to permit the
model to include magnetic transitions and the electric
monopole transition. (1) Uberall assumed that the nucleus
contains four instead of two fluids, namely, neutrons with
spin up, neutrons with spin down, protons with spin up, and
protons with spin down. (2) He included a surface deforma-
tion scale factor, n , in the expression for the ground state
charge density which could account for the electric monopole
and other resonances of higher multipolarity which have been
observed. The generalized G-T model gives a total charge
density as






where P t2-( r )
=
~^ r t —g^— 3
n = surface deformation scale factor
X = transition multipolarity
The transition charge density describes that part of the
nucleus that takes part in the interaction. For example,
surface oscillations would only affect those nucleons on
or near the surface of the nucleus. The term p. would,
in this case, have an appreciable amplitude only at a radius
in the region of the surface. The rest of the nucleus would





It will be recalled that the objective of using DWBA
and the G-T model was to calculate (model dependent)
2inelastic form factors. Plots of F(q)| _...__ versus momentum
transfer q were obtained from the GBROW computer code for
electric dipole (El), quadrupole (E2) , etc., transitions as
shown in figure 29. The inelastic form factors squared,
i i
2|F(q) | . , obtained from the solution of equation (III-7) in
the analysis of the experimental data by the computer fitting
program, were also plotted against momentum transfer.
Comparison of the experimental plots with the theoretical
curves is used to determine the multpolarity of the transi-
tions as indicated in figures 30 through 52. Since the DWBA
2 2 Aprogram normalizes the wave functions to a B(EX) = la fm ,
i i 2 i,2.
F(q) MW , is used as a divisor of F(q) . to yield the
1 H
' DWBA ' n ' in 2





B(EX) = ^2— . (111-25)
l
F(<3 ) l DWBA
As stated previously, giant resonances are collective
transitions. An indication of the relative degree of
collectivity of observed transitions can be obtained by
dividing the reduced transition probability values, B(EX),
by the single particle reduced transition probability value,




3R AWEX)f = ii*rI ( rh > 2 fm2A (III - 26 >
SPU = B(EX)/B (EX)
sp
where RQ = 1.2A~
1//3
This single particle estimate, although model dependent,
can provide an indication of strength of the collective
excitation. The SPU values for the transitions observed
in this work appear in the final results, TABLES XV and XVI.
A more general characterization of nuclear transition
strength can be obtained by using the energy weighted sum
rule (EWSR) . The EWSR is preferred, in electron scattering
analysis, over other sum rules because its theoretical limit
essentially depends on the nuclear charge distribution in
the ground state which is known (NatN6 6) . Warburton and
Weneser (WarW69) give the electric dipole (El) EWSR as
S(E1) = E -B(E1) = g^- ^Z (111-27)
P
where M = mass of proton.
P
Nathan and Nilsson state the sum rule for isoscalar
transitions of X > 1 as
S(EX) = E
x
'B(EX) = X (2X+
8^m




* 2 A —
2
where <R > was calculated by numerical integration from
values of c and t obtained from (deJd74) . The division of
the strength between isoscalar (AT = 0) and isovector (AT = 1)
transitions was based on the usual assumption that a fraction
Z/A goes into the isoscalar transition and the remaining
strength N/A goes into the isovector part. The accuracy of
this assumption rests on the validity of the hydrodynamic
model. The full EWSR values used in this work are found in
the collected results, TABLES XV and XVI.
There has been considerable interest over the past
decade in the effect of isospin splitting of isovector giant
resonances. Isospin is the term which expresses the degree
of symmetry of the nuclear wave function in the nucleus.
Isospin for a nucleus in the ground state is determined by
5 8
the expression T = (N-Z)/2 which gives T = 1 for Ni and
T = 2 for Ni . The electric dipole (El) selection rules
for a nucleus with ground state isospin T 7* allows
transitions to states with T = T = T and T = T = T +1 .
o o
A general assumption is that T < states in the El giant
resonance decay preferentially via neutron emission since
proton emission tends to be inhibited by the Coulomb barrier.
For T states, however, neutron decay to the T = T - •«
ground state of the daughter nucleus is inhibited by isospin
conservation. T states should decay by proton emission,
predominately, if the states involved are good isospin
eigenstates (FulA74) . The T states are predicted to lie
higher in energy than the T states by an amount given by
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AE = E(T > ) - E(T < ) = UD (l+To
" 1
) (111-29)
where UD is a symmetry energy for dipole states which Akyuz
and Fallieros have expressed in (AkyF71) as
U
D "
V(T /A) = 6 °( T
C/A ) MeV. (111-30)
From experimental data collected on nuclei near nickel,
Paul et al. have determined an empirical value of
V = 58 ± 5 MeV (PauA71) . The split in energy predicted
5 8by equation (111-25) is 2.1 MeV for Ni and 3.0 MeV for
60 .
Ni.
Fallieros and Goulard have predicted the ratio of










I /I = Yp: (111-31)
1 + 3/2A /J
> < 58The relation leads to values of I /I =0.8 for Ni and
I /I =0.36 for Ni . Fallieros and Goulard state, however,
that their prediction is based on the shell model which does
not accurately describe transitions which lie in the
continuum above the threshold for particle emission. Neither
does it account for normal isospin impurities induced
directly by the residual Coulomb interaction. Both T and
T states interact with the continuum proton states, which
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implies that they effectively interact with each other
(FalG70) . This interaction of T and T gives rise to the
possibility of mixing of the T and T resonances. The
calculations of Ngo-Trong and Rowe (NgoR71) and Tanaka
(Tana71) also indicate mixing of T and T dipole transi-
tions in nickel isotopes. Tanaka, using various oscillator
potentials fo r the shell model with multiple particle-hole
interactions, concluded that: (1) Ratios of excitation
strengths of the T states relative to the T states are
unity in Ni and *• in Ni, independent of the potential
5 8 <
assumed, (2) In Ni , the T state decays predominantly
by proton emission with an exception in one case when one
of the three potentials which Tanaka assumed is used. In
Ni, the T state decays mostly be neutron emission with
one exception noted in the model also. For the T state,
proton and neutron decay compete in both nuclei. The results
of calculations by Ngo-Trong and Rowe are also based on the
shell model and multiple particle-hole assumptions and are





The physical layout and operational procedures used
during the data collection for this publication are con-
tained in (BarC66) and (WarW73) . Previous thesis works,
(DuBB76) and (ShaS76) , describe the major improvements made
at the NPS Linac since 19 73 which include the change from
oil diffusion pumps to ion vacuum pumps and the use of a
ten-channel scintillation counter ladder for the counting
system.
Plateau curves for the entire counting system were
measured and the delay curves were optimized. The energy
calibration for the magnetic spectrometer was determined
12by two separate C calibration runs where the know excita-
tion energy of the 15.1 MeV state was used.
B. DATA ACCUMULATION
Self-supporting foils of Ni and Ni , with a target
2thickness of about 135.0 mg/cm and enriched to more than
99% , obtained from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory at
Oak Ridge, Tenn. were used. The target was placed in the
scattering chamber and positioned for transmission geometry
at an angle equal to one-half the scattering angle. In
addition to the data measured by DuBois and Bates, (DuBB76),
experiments were performed to have a complete data set at
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45° , 60° , 75° , 90°, and 105° scattering angles for both
isotopes
.
The magnetic fields in both the accelerator deflection
system and the spectrometer were saturated before the runs
in order to ensure experimental reproducibility. Several
trial runs were made prior to the actual data acquisition
in an effort to check and reduce background in the counting
system. In all experimental runs, the count rates were
maintained below 50 counts per second per channel to avoid
losses due to electronic dead time in the ladder counter
system. Tables III and IV list the experimental conditions
used for each run.
Additionally, prior to and at the completion of both
the elastic and inelastic spectrum runs at all angles, in
which the scattered electron energies were measured in 0.1
MeV steps, check points were established and measured in
2 MeV steps in order to determine if there were significant
differences in the various spectra due to machine fluctua-
tions during the course of the 36 to 4 8 hour data collection
periods . The count rates were reproducible and thus showed
the stability of the experimental conditions.
C. DATA REDUCTION
The single counter spectra for the ten counters of the
counter ladder were written on a 7-track magnetic tape.
Some preliminary data reduction was done on-line with the
aid of an Altair 8800 micro-computer. The IBM 360/67'
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on-line system was then used for text editing and final data
reduction. All other calculations were performed on the IBM
360/67' off-line facility.
D. DATA ANALYSIS
In analyzing our data for Ni, the following
criteria were used to determine a reasonable fit:
(1) The data and calculated spectrum must coincide
visually.
2
(2) The x Per degree of freedom must be close to
2
one. x 1S defined as
2 ?/ ,2, 2
X = £(x± -x ) /a.
where x. is the calculated value of cross section, x is
i o
the measured value of the cross section, and a. is standard
i
deviation associated with x. . The errors are not strictly
statistical because the detector momentum interval is larger
than the momentum increment of the spectrometer field and
hence correlations exist between energy bins.
(3) All observed resonances must consistently fit
spectra for all angles.
When fitting the Ni or Ni data, each spectrum was
fitted piecemeal; that is, our fittings started in the
Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) region from 12 to 24 MeV
excitation energy and then they were expanded upward and
downward as the fittings progressed.
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For a given resonance, excitation energy (E ) , width
(FWHM) , and peak height (PH) were allowed to adjust (free
fit) for a best fit in a given excitation energy range.
The initial starting points for a given El or E2 resonance
of Ni or Ni are contained in the Results section of
this report. The plot section output from the fitting pro-
gram was then examined, the fitted PH was recycled as
starting values for the next fitting, and other parameters
such as E or FWHM were freed as deemed necessary. This
iterative technique was repeated, and various E^ , FWHM,
and/or PH combinations were added and/or shifted with each
fitting in an attempt to improve the x Per degree of freedom,
Consistent improvement in the fit was best achieved
by working with the data from several angles simultaneously.
For a given isotope, one set of E , FWHM, and PH values wasX
used for all angles, and changes in this combination at
2
a given angle were made only when the x Per degree of
freedom improved for that particular angle. Examination of
subsequent Fit Program printouts at a greater excitation
energy range revealed positions and approximate widths of
other resonances needed to fit the data for each spectrum.
2After numerous iterations, uniformly good x values were
obtained and assignments of multipolarities were made.
Tables V thru XIV contain the fitting results for each
angle of the Ni and Ni spectra.
It is to be noted that a resonance located at ~8 MeV
at all angles in both Ni and Ni has been identified as
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a "ghost". This "ghost" occurs since the spectrometer does
not have an open back thus producing an appreciable ghost
peak. This peak is superimposed on any inelastic scattering
spectrum, at a point where the magnetic field is low enough
so that the numerous elastically-scattered electrons hit the
inside of the spectrometer chamber and scatter indirectly
into the counters. In our spectrometer, the ghost peak
appears at an energy of 92% of that of the elastic peak,
12is known through measurements in C, and thus can be
accounted for in the evaluation, although this introduces
an additional uncertainty for the cross sections in the
7-9 MeV region at forward angles . The area ratios of the
ghost peaks (inelastic/elastic) were found to be
(2.1 ± 0.1) x 10" 2 and (1.3 ± 0.2) x lO
-2 during the
measurements of Ni and Ni, respectively.
E. ERRORS
As various E , FWHM, and PH combinations were fit to
x
the five spectra of 58Ni and 60Ni at 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°,
and 105°, obvious variations in E and FWHM were noted.
These variations showed a systematic behavior as the
fitting range was increased. A definite correlation was
noted between background and the resulting transition
strength. Our total background was described by the follow-
ing functions of energy E^ of the outgoing electron:




(2) BGR(E f ) = P 1 + P2 (Ef " E') + P 3 • RT
with the P. being fitting parameters, E' being the energy
center of the fitting range, and RT being the calculated
radiation tail (PitB77) . Throughout the analysis of the
data for the Ni and Ni spectra, it was found that
similar results were obtained when either equation (1) or
(2) was used in the fitting program to calculate total
background for the limited fitting range of 10 to 50 MeV.
More consistent EWSR depletion results were achieved in the
full fitting range (5 to 50 MeV) when equation (2) was
used. Thus, all experimental results for Ni and Ni
listed in this report are based on equation (2) for the
calculation of total background.
All the GRs evaluated in this experiment above 10 MeV
were fit by a Breit-Wigner line shape. The total errors
presented in this report and listed in Tables I (A thru D)
,
XV, and XVI are the total estimated error obtained from
the fluctuations in the B-values and excitation energies




58Eleven transitions in Ni and thirteen transitions
60
in Ni have been identified in this report as summarized
in Tables XV and XVI. The resonances are discussed below
according to their assigned multipolarities
.
A. THE GIANT DIPOLE RESONANCE (El)
As indicated in the theory and background sections
,
CO £ Q
there has been considerable investigation of Ni and Ni
in the GR region. It will be evident from the following
that the results are fairly contradictory. Transitions at
5 818.3 and 21.75 MeV in Ni were identified as GDRs based
on momentum transfer dependence (See Figures 36 and 38)
.
It will be noted that the transition strengths of these
resonances in the 90° and 105° spectra were fixed to the
mean of the EWSR values obtained at the forward three
angles (This is denoted by the symbol A in Figures 30
through 52.). This procedure is justified since the
contribution of the GDR to the spectra of the backward two
angles becomes increasingly insignificant as can be seen in
Figure 29. Figures 2 and 4 demonstrate the effect of
5 8
extricating the dipole resonances for Ni from the spectra
at 45° and 60°. The prominence of the 18.3 and 21.75 MeV
resonances is evident from the lower plot in both figures.
El resonances have been reported anywhere between 17.3 MeV
and 21.9 MeV as indicated in the background summary
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Table I-A. While Torizuka et al . report that 99% of the
EWSR is exhausted by a resonance at 18.5 MeV, our EWSR
exhaustion is 61 ± 6%. The energy of the 21.75 MeV
resonance is in agreement with the excitation energy of
the (y,n) data of (GorI70) , 21.9 MeV, which, however, is
in disagreement with the (y,n) results of (FulA74)
.
Ishkhanov et al., finally report with (y ,p) a GDR at
21.4 MeV with a width of 10.0 MeV which exhausts 66% of
5 8the EWSR. The total EWSR depletion for GDR in Ni observed
in this report is 87%. The difference in energy between
the GDRs is 3.45 MeV. This is significantly more than
the predicted value of 2.1 MeV for isospin splitting of the
T and T states (see equation 111-29) . The ratio of
transition strengths between the 21.75 MeV and the 18.3 MeV
resonances is 0.4 which is a factor of two lower than that
predicted by Fallieros and Goulard (see equation 111-31)
.
Transitions at 16.7 MeV and 19.2 MeV were identified
as GDRs in Ni based on momentum transfer dependence
(Figures 4 8 and 50) . Note that the transition strength of
the GDR has been fixed in the 105° spectrum for the 16.7
MeV resonance and has been fixed in the 90° and 105° spectra
for the 19.2 MeV resonances. The dominant contribution of
the GDRs and the fit of the 16.7 and 19.2 MeV resonances is
apparent from Figures 15 and 17. The GDRs reported in
(FulA74) at 16.3 and 18.51 MeV were used as initial fitting
values. Both excitation energy and width (FWHM) were fitted
to obtain consistent results at all angles. The 16.3 MeV
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transition strength is in agreement with the (y ,n) result
of (FulA74) but totally in disagreement with the values
reported for width and strength in (GulA69)
,
(Gulk71) , and
(Gulk73) . Gul'Karov et al . report a width of 4.1 MeV
which is nearly a factor of two greater than either our
results or those of Fultz et al. This explains partly the
great difference in EWSR depletion, i.e., 16 ±4% as reported
herein, compared with 90 ±15% reported in (Gulk.73) . The
remainder of the difference is explained by the failure of
(Gulk73) to recognize and subtract the E2 strength at
16.5 MeV. The excitation energy of the 19.2 MeV transition
is in statistical agreement with the GDR reported in
(Miy073) , however, the strength is a factor of three larger
in EWSR depletion than those reported by Miyase et al. The
excitation energy of the GDR at 18.51 MeV reported in
(FulA74) , which was used as a starting value, agree with
our results, but their strength is much larger. Of the two
remaining experiments listed in Table I-A, the (y,n) data
of (Gorl70) show a resonance at 20.7 MeV which expends 69%
EWSR, and agree with our results, while the (y,p) results
of (IshK70) agree statistically with neither this work nor
any other. The difference in energy for the two identified
parts of the GDR in this report in Ni is 2 . 5 MeV which is
close to the 3.0 isospin splitting predicted by equation
111-25. The ratio of transition strengths between the 19.2
and 16.3 MeV resonances is 3.1 which is not in agreement
with the value of 0.36 predicted by aquation II 1-31. It
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is interesting to note that the higher energy GDR has about
three times the strength of the lower GDR in Ni , while
58
the opposite is nearly true for Ni . Our results yield
a combined GDR transition strength of 68% EWSR depleted for
Ni, which is lower than the EWSR depletion of 80% reported
in (FulA74) for the (y ,n) channel alone.
An interesting comparison is seen for the cross sections
of Ni and Ni in the spectra of 45° and 60° in Figures 27
5 8
and 28/ respectively. It is apparent that Ni has a greater
fi n
cross section than Ni in the region of the GDRs (87% in
Ni compared with 68% in Ni) . The decreasing difference
in cross section observed in, first the 45° and then the 60°
spectrum, and the absence of such a significant difference
at the backward angles also suggest that the effect is
related to the GDRs which are most pronounced at the forward
angles. This effect has not been seen in previous experiments
B. THE ISOSCALAR GIANT QUADRUPOLE RESONANCE (E2, AT = 0)
The isoscalar giant quadrupole resonance at an excita-
-1/3
tion energy of 63A MeV, which is just below the GDR,
has been found in numerous nuclei with A> 40. This
5 8
resonance was identified in the work reported here in Ni
at 16.3 (63A-1 ' 3 ) MeV with a width (FWHM) of 4.5 ±0.4 MeV
and a transition strength of 50 ± 10% EWSR. Our results
agree with the results reported in (YOUM76) , which were
used as starting values, as well as all other previous
results (MoaB73, KocB73, TorK73, and ChaB75) as summarized
in Table I-B. The cross sections plotted as a function of
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momentum transfer (Figure 35) show the E2 character of this
resonance. The transition strength was held constant at
45° which is justified by the small contribution of the E2
transition at 45° as seen in Figure 29. The lower spectrum




The isoscalar quadrupole resonance in Ni was identified
-1/3
at 16.2 (6 3A ' ) MeV with a width of 4.7 ± 0.3 MeV and a
transition strength of 50 ± 10% EWSR. This result is close
to the starting value taken from (YouM76) as indicated in
Table I-B. The momentum transfer dependence (Figure 4 7)
favors the quadrupole assignment. The lower plot of
Figure 20 shows the 16.2 MeV resonance after the El and E3
resonances in the 75° spectrum, where Figure 29 indicates
the quadrupole should be strongest, have been subtracted.
Results for Ni and Ni are summarized in Table I-B.
C. THE ISOVECTOR GIANT QUADRUPOLE RESONANCE (E2, AT = 1)
The giant quadrupole resonance predicted in (Mott60) at
-1/3
about 130A MeV is less well known than the resonance at
-1/3
6 3A MeV. Isovector resonances are only weakly excited
by proton scattering and not at all by a-particle scattering.
Hence, the T = 1 transitions must be investigated mainly
by radiative capture and electron scattering. A resonance
at 32.0 ±1.0 (124A~ 1//3 ) MeV was identified in 58Ni. The
momentum transfer dependence (Figure 40) slightly favors
a quadrupole assignment. An anomalous dip in the 60°
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spectrum between 33 and 36 MeV (see Figure 3) required
keeping the transition strength of this resonance constant.
This limited the data to the three backward angles. The
lower plot of Figure 7 , however, reveals the distinct and
broad resonance centered at 32.0 MeV. This is a good
indication of the E2 character, since the quadrupole con-
tribution is strongest at 75°. Our results are not in
good agreement with previous results which have been reported
5 8for Ni (Gulk74 and TorK73) , as seen in Table I-C. The
width is difficult to determine accurately for this reson-
ance since it is both high in .excitation energy and broad.
If it is assumed to be 8.0 MeV wide, which is the smallest
value found to fit the data, 28 ± 9 % of the EWSR is concen-
trated in this state. This value changes to 40 ± 11 %
EWSR when the width is increased to 10.0 MeV, which is the
value found to produce the most consistent fit at all
angles
.
A quadrupole resonance was also identified at 32.0
(12 5A~ ' ) MeV in Ni . The form factors squared plot
(Figure 52) favors a quadrupole assignment. It is noted,
however, that the transition strength was fixed at 60°
and 105°. A free fit of this resonance at 60° produced a
consistently low EWSR depletion relative to the neighboring
angles, particularly when the 27.0 MeV resonance was included,
The EWSR depletion was consistently high at 105° when the
32.0 MeV resonance was permitted to be fit freely, as
indicated in Figure 52. The broad resonance centered at
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32.0 MeV is evident in the lower plot of Figure 20, which
is the spectrum at 75° from which the quadrupole resonances
have been subtracted. Again, the quadrupole assignment
to the 32.0 MeV resonance is supported by its predominance
at 75° which is where the quadrupole is expected to be
strongest among all multipolarities . The EWSR depletion
was 40 ± 15 % for a width of 9.0 ± 2.0 MeV which was found to
produce the most consistent results at all angles. When
the width was increased to 11.0 MeV, 45 ± 11 % EWSR deple-
tion was obtained. While a quadrupole resonance was re-
ported at 28.5 ± 0.3 MeV by Gul'Karov, no other information
was presented (Gulk74) . This excitation energy is too
low to adequately fit our data as can be seen in Figures
18 and 19. It is interesting to note that the EWSR deple-
tion is the same for both Ni and Ni in the case of both
-1/3quadrupole resonances, i.e., 50% for 63A MeV and 40%
for 125A_1//3 MeV.
D. THE GIANT OCTUPOLE RESONANCE (E3)
Since low-lying octupole states in nuclei exhaust only
a small fraction of the EWSR, it has been theorized that
more strength should be expected at higher excitation
energies (Mott60) . In particular, additional lflco strength
-1/3has been predicted to lie at about 30A " MeV in heavy
nuclei by Hamamoto (Hama72) . She, among others, has des-
cribed the isoscalar and isovector strength based on the
concepts of the Bohr-Mottelson self-consistent model. Her
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results for a good shell model nucleus (i.e., magic con-
figuration) are given in Table XVII. Since the shell
model allows both ihoo and 3nw transitions for octupole
excitations/ the composite strength is more complex than
in the case of quadrupole excitations for which only 2hoo
is available for transitions into high-lying states. The
E3 strength is, therefore, more widely distributed and
more difficult to locate.
Figures 10 and 13 indicate the presence of a resonance
-1/3
centered at 27.0 (105A ) MeV excitation energy with a
width of 6.0 ±1.0 MeV (FWHM) in the Ni spectra at 90°
and 105°. The momentum transfer dependence of this resonance
(see Figure 39) would be consistent with both an E2 and
E3 assignment. The E3 assignment is favored instead of the
E2 assignment, in view of the absence of the resonance at
45° and its very weak contribution at 60 °, which required
fixing the transition strength to obtain a consistent fit.
Figure 29 illustrates this reasoning. It is interesting
to note that this resonance was not detected until the full
range spectra were analyzed carefully. Examination of
Figures 8 and 11 indicate the difficulty of identification
of broad resonances in the higher excitation energies at
the backward angles. A surprising agreement of this
resonance excitation energy with the isoscalar 3"hoj octupole
resonance predicted by Hamamoto is seen in Table XVII.
The transition strength that we observed (13 ± 2 % EWSR
exhausted) is much lower than the predicted value of 78%
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EWSR expended. The shell model, upon which Hamamoto's
predictions rest, is expected to yield accurate results for
20 8 8 8heavy magic nuclei, e.g., Pb and Sr. Failure of the
shell model to describe adequately the semi-magic medium
5 8 fin
nuclei, ' Ni, is a possible explanation for the differ-




A similar resonance was identified in Ni at 27.1
-1/3(106A ) MeV excitation energy and with a width of 6.0
± 1.2 MeV (FWHM) . This transition is clearly evident in
Figures 23 and 26 which are spectra of 90° and 105°. The
momentum transfer dependence (see Figure 51) favors the
E3 assignment, although neither an E2 nor an E4 assignment
can be entirely discounted. Support for an E3 assignment
is found in 1) the E3 assignment for similar resonance in
5 8Ni , 2) the decreasing error bars at backward angles, and
3) the agreement with predicted values of excitation energy,
The transition strength (23 ± 5 % EWSR expended) is nearly
5 8twice as great as that observed in Ni but still less, by
a factor of three, than that predicted in (Hama72) for the
-1/3isoscalar (105A ' ) octupole resonance (see Table XVII)
.
Naturally, there could be more non-resonant E3 strength in
this area, which we could not detect by the evaluation
method used.
As indicated in Table XVII, an isovector lhco state is
-1/3predicted at 52A MeV excitation energy. At 13.3 ±0.2




of relatively small width (T = 1.5 ±0.2 MeV) in Ni which
carries 13 ± 1 % EWSR (E3, AT = 0) . The prominence of this
well-defined transition is evident from Figures 8, 9, and
10 for the 90° spectra and Figures 11, 12 , and 13 for the
58105° spectra of Ni . The E3 assignment is apparent from
the fit of the experimental form factors squared plot in
Figure 33. The constant value of transition strength is
justified for an E3 state at 45°. The transition strength
predicted by Hamamoto (see Table XVII) again is much stronger,
Several reports have indicated the presence of a state at
about 13.0 MeV excitation energy (see Table I-D) . Torizuka
et al. identified E2 states of very narrow widths (T = 0.6
in both cases) at 13.2 and 14.0 MeV excitation energy in
their (e,e') results (TorK73) which are not in agreement
with ours. A transition at about 13.5 MeV excitation
energy and with a width of about 2.0 MeV was identified as
an E2 or E0 in the (p,p') results of Kocher et al . (KocB73)
.
This result agrees in excitation energy and width with both
our results and the (d,d') results of Chang et al. (ChaB75)
,
who mention a transition observed at about 13.0 MeV exci-
tation energy and about 2.0 MeV in width. Additionally,
the (a, a) results Youngblood et al . (YouM76) show indica-
tions of substructure at 13.3 MeV excitation energy in both
5 8 56Ni and Fe. It is interesting to note the variety of
hadron scattering experiments which have detected this
resonance. This must cast some doubt upon the isovector
nature of this state.
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* A similar state in Ni was identified at 12.8 ± 0.2
(50A"" 1/ 3 ) MeV with a width of 1.5 ± 0.2 MeV which has a
transition strength of 8 ± 2 % EWSR (E3, AT = 0) . This
resonance is clearly indicated and well-defined in the
fi n
spectra of 90° and 105° of Ni (see Figures 21 thru 26)
5 8in a manner similar to Ni . The momentum transfer depen-
dence, Figure 45, favors an E3 assignment which is consis-
tent with the multipolarity of the equivalent state in
58 . .
Ni. This transition is in agreement with the excitation
energy for the lhai (E3, AT = 1) state predicted by Hamamoto
but a factor of four greater in strength (see Table XVII)
.
Again, the model dependence of transition strengths in
Table XVII may be the reason for this difference. The
(e,e') results of Gul'Karov (Gulk73) contain an E2 transi-
tion at 13.0 ±0.3 MeV excitation energy, which agrees
statistically with our results. The width (T = 4.1 ± 0.3 MeV)
,
however, is in disagreement compared to all other results
listed in Table I-D.
-1/3
Lower in energy, we find a state at 6.96 ±0.1 (27A )
MeV with a width of 0.8 ± 0.1 MeV and a strength of 12 ± 2 %
58EWSR in Ni . This state first appears as a resolved peak
in the spectrum at 60° (Figure 4) and becomes increasingly
dominant in strength at the backward angles. It is particu-
larly well-defined in the spectra of 90° and 105° (Figures
8 thru 13) . The E3 assignment for this state conforms to
the momentum transfer dependence as indicated in Figure 31.
The excitation energy of this state agrees with the value
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predicted by Hamamoto for the lhoo state and with the E3
state at 6.9 MeV reported by Torizuka et al . (Uber71) . It
must be noted, however, that Torizuka reported an additional
E3 state at 7.2 MeV excitation energy which was not observed
in our results
.
In Ni, the lower energy E3 strength is divided among
three states at 7.05 ±0.1 (28A~ 1/3 ) , 7.6 ±0.2 (30A~ 1//3 ),
-1/3
and 8.7 ± 0.2 (34A ) MeV respectively, all with narrow
widths as seen in Table XVI. These states can be best
located in Figures 19 and 2 2 where they are the second,
third, and fourth narrow peaks in excitation energy. Since
the 7.0 5 and 7.6 MeV states were hardly resolved in our
data, the results for these two states were summed to
yield the momentum transfer dependence seen in Figure 42
which favors an E3 assignment. The momentum transfer depen-
-1/3dence of the state at 8.7 (34A ) MeV excitation energy,
also, favors an E3 assignment (see Figure 43) . Thus, the
lower energy E3 strength (12 ±2 % EWSR) is concentrated in
-1/3
a narrow state at about 27A " MeV excitation energy in
Ni, but the same strength (14 ± 3 % EWSR) is distributed
among three narrow states, centered at a higher excitation
energy of about 30A MeV in Ni. Octupole-octupole
(0-0) coupling such as that suggested by Moss et al . to
describe E3 states near 32A MeV in nuclei from Zr
154to Sm (MosY76) is a possible explanation for this




Several other states, which have not yet been discussed,
are identified in our results (see Tables XV and XVI)
.
-1/3
At 6.0 ±0.1 (23A ) MeV excitation energy, we see a
58
well-defined state in spectra of all five angles of Ni.
An E2 assignment was made based on the momentum transfer
dependence depicted in Figure 30. It should be noted that
the values for 45° was omitted from Figure 30 since it was
much higher than in the remaining four angles due to the
large effect of the ghost peak at 4 5° in this excitation
energy region. A strength of 6 ± 1 % EWSR was determined
for this state. Torizuka et al. reported a state at an
excitation energy of 6.02 MeV, which is consistent with
our results; however, an E3 assignment is given in their
report (Uber71)
.
A similar state is also seen at 6.12 ±0.1 (24A )
MeV excitation energy in spectra of all five angles of
6
Ni . Figure 41 shows the momentum transfer dependence of
this resonance which favors an E2 assignment. This state
carries 5 ± 1 % EWSR which is consistent with the analogous
58E2 state in Ni. An E3 state at an excitation energy of
6.2 MeV was reported by Torizuka et al., which is again
consistent in excitation energy; however, an E3 assignment
does not agree with our results (Uber71)
.
58Two resonances were identified in Ni at excitation
energies of 15.1 ±0.2 (58A~ 1//3 ) and 20.0 ±0.7 (77A~ 1/3 )
MeV. Plots of form factors squared, which were limited to
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the two backward angles, favored an E4 assignment for each
transition (see Figures 34 and 37) . As indicated in Table
XV, the resonance at 15.1 MeV was found to expend 37+12 %
EWSR, while the resonance at 20.0 MeV was found to contain
42 ± 13 % EWSR. Hence, a total of 79% EWSR is exhausted by
these two resonances. It is recognized that this analysis,
based on limited data, must be viewed cautiously. However, as
indicated in Figures 10 and 13, additional structure, which
cannot be accounted for by the resonances which have been
discussed previously, is evident in the spectra of 90° and
105°. A consistent fit can be obtained for these angles,
only, when the two resonances identified above are included.
Neither of these resonances have been previously reported.
Examination of the spectra of Ni at 75°, 90°, and
105°, from which the low multipolarity resonances have been
subtracted, reveals two additional structures centered at
about 15 MeV and 19 MeV excitation energy (see Figures 20,
23, and 26) . Consistent results can be obtained in the
90° and 105° spectra only by fitting two resonances, one
located at 14.9 ±0.2 (58A"" 1 ' 3 ) MeV with a width of
2.1 ±0.2 MeV and the other at 18.6 ±0.2 (73A~ 1//3 ) MeV with
a width of 4.0 ±0.4 MeV. In the 75° spectrum, the strength
of these resonances had to be fixed to the mean value of
their strengths at the backward angles to obtain a consis-
tent fit. The momentum transfer dependence for these
transitions indicate an E4 assignment for both (see Figures
46 and 49) . The transition strength for the resonance

located at 14.9 MeV was determined to be 18 ± 5 % EWSR.
The higher energy E4 resonance at 18.6 MeV was found to
expend 38 ± 12 % EWSR. Neither of these resonances has
been reported in previous literature.
A final state was detected in the 90° and 105° spectra
of Ni at 11.4 ±0.2 (45A~ ' 3 ) MeV excitation energy with
a width of 1.2 ± 0.2 MeV. While limited to two data points,
an assignment of E4 was given to this state based on the
momentum transfer dependence (see Figure 44) and the asso-
ciation of this state with only the backward two angles.
No previous evidence was found for this state. The total
ft D
E4 strength found in Ni was approximately 6 0% EWSR,
5 8
whereas, the total E4 strength in Ni was about 84% EWSR.
After the ghost peak was properly evaluated in the
58
spectrum of Ni at 45°, a structure was detected at an
excitation energy of 11.5 MeV and a width of 4.7 MeV as
indicated in Figures 1 and 2. An insignificant contribution
from this structure was found in the spectra of 60° (the
structure can be barely discerned by careful examination of
the lower two spectra of Figure 4) . While no evidence of
this structure was seen in either the 75° or 90° spectra,
it again was detected in the 10 5° spectrum with signifi-
cant strength (see Figures 12 and 13) . Since this behavior
does not conform to that of any multipolarity considered
(i.e., El thru E4) , as indicated in Figure 29, this structure
was evaluated as a possible magnetic transition for which




We have analyzed the excitation range between 5 and
50 MeV in Ni and Ni . Our general objectives were
two-fold, 1) to search for resonance structure in the
continuum of both nuclei, and 2) to compare these nuclei,
particularly with respect to possible isospin phenomena.
Our collected results are found in Tables XV and XVI,
respectively.
The following results deserve special emphasis:
1) Comparison of the total cross sections of
Ni and Ni measured at low momentum transfer, where
mainly El is excited, showed surprisingly different results
compared with the total El cross sections which have been
determined previously by summing (y,n) and (y>p) cross
58
sections. The total Ni cross section contains 87% EWSR
and is centered in two resonances around 18 and 22 MeV.
The total Ni cross section composes 60% EWSR and is
divided into structures at 17 and 19 MeV.
2) The isovector dipole (El strength was found to
be divided into two resonances in both nuclei which may be
attributable to isospin interaction. Our results, however,
are not adequately explained by current theory. The isospin
splitting phenomenon in medium-weight nuclei deserves further
experimental investigation and theoretical work.
60

3) The giant isoscalar quadrupole (E2, At = 0)
-1/3
was identified at 6 3A MeV excitation energy with a
strength of about 50% EWSR in both nuclei. Our results
agreed with previously reported results.
4) The giant isovector quadrupole (E2, AT = 1) was
identified at 32.0 MeV with a strength of about 40% in
both nuclei. Our results are not in agreement with the
58limited previous data reported for this resonance in Ni
and Ni
.
5) A significant difference in the structure of
the high-lying branch of the isoscalar (Inw) E3 excitation
at about 30A MeV was observed in Ni and Ni . While
strength of this lower energy E3 state remained nearly con-
stant at about 13% for both nuclei, it was concentrated in
58
a single narrow state at 6.96 MeV in Ni and distributed
among three states located at 7.05, 7.6, and 8.7 MeV in
6
Ni . This phenomenum had not previously been observed
•
5^T - 60^.in Ni or Ni
.
-1/3
6) A state at about 50A MeV was identified for
the first time as E3 in both nuclei and found to agree in
excitation energy with the predicted isovector E3 state.
7) A previously unknown resonance centered at about
27 MeV in both 3 Ni and Ni was identified as E3 and found
to agree in excitation energy, but not in strength with
-1/3the predicted isoscalar E3 at 105A / MeV.
-1/3
8) Two resonances located at 58A " MeV and
77A MeV in 3 Ni were identified as E4 and found to
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compose a total of 84% isoscalar EWSR. Three E4 resonances






73A MeV and found to contain a total of about 60%
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TA3LE II. 58Ni and 60Ni PULL ENERGY WEIGHTED SUM RULES
5 8Ni 60Ni
EX E *YSHo \(MeV fm )
EWSRo\
(MeV fin )
El 2.1SX10 2 2.2 3X10
2
S2 3.40X104 3.40X104




Note: The El EV/SR's listed above for Ni and Ni
are isovector 'AT = 1) • ?or the division of the
sum rule strengths into i so scalar (A '2 - 0) and
isovector (A T = 1) parts, the assumption was
made that a fraction Z/A proes into the i so scalar
and the remainder N/A goes into the isovector
part. The values (r )
2
= 3.335 fm, (r ) 4 = 4.194
fm, and (r ) 1 ' 6 - A. 5 28 fm were used for the S2,
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6.00 .387 E2 6.70X10-4 6.32X10 2
6.95 .386 E3 2.74X10-4 7.51X104
3.08 .334 Ghost 7.08X10-3
11.5 .379 5.13X10
-4
13.3 .377 33 3.24XKT5 9. 97X10 3
16.3 .374 E2 4.93X10"4 5.03X10 2
13.3 .372 El 1. 22X10"- 3.51X10°
21.75 .370 3.60X10"" 2.52X10°









































TABLE VII. 58Ni RESONANCES AT 60° SCATTERING ANGLE
E







4.55 .508 4.19X10" 5
5.98 .505 E2 3.02X10-4 1.68X10 2
6.95 .503 E3 1.95X10"4 1.69X104
3.08 .500 3-h.ost 3.25X10~ J
11.5 .493 2.06X10"P
13.3 .439 E3 9.90X10"" 9.71X103
15.3 .433 E2 7.37X10"4 4.68X10 2






27.0 ,466 a 3 4.87X10"5 5 .66X10 3
32.0 .460 S2 3.71X10"4 2.41X102










5.12 .503 S2 2.34X10-4 1.30X10 2
7.12 .501 E3 1.34X10"4 1.18X104
7.95 .499 Ghost 2.54X10"" 3
12.9 .489 S3 4.89X10-5 4.75X10 3
16.2 .482 E2 5.97X10"4 3.57X10 2
16.6 .482 El 1.91X10-4 1.44X10°
19.0 .477 El 9.62X10"4 7.18X10°
27.0 .465 ^3 8.6 3X10-5 1.03X104
32.0 .459 S2 3.20X10"4 2.06X10 2

TABLE IX. 58Ni RESONANCES AT 75° SCATTERING ANGLE
E







6.0 .615 E2 3.77X10"4 1.31X10 2
7.0 .612 S3 3.40X10"4 1.61X104
8.08 .609 Ghost 1.44X10""3
9.5 Q .604 SA 2.18X10" 5 2.12X10 5
13.3 .594 S3 1.99X10""4 1.01X104
16.3 .536 B2 1.03X10" 3 5.0 1X10 2
13.3 .531 El 7.27X10"4 7.49X10°
22 .75 TX-, • J_ c. U 3.08XKT
27.0 .560 2^ 7.22XKT5 4.A0X10 3
32.0
j
.549 32 5.87X10"*4 2.Q7X10 2










6.11 .614 S2 3.26X10"^ 1.57X10 2
7.1 .612 E3 2.04X10"4 9.67X10 3
7.7 .610 E3 1.77X10""4 8.45X10 3
8.08 .609 Ghost 3.A4X10"4
3.8 .607 E3 5
.
36X10"5 2.55X10 3
12.7 .596 S3 1.11X10"4 5.62X10 3
14.9 .590 S4 6.49X10" 5 7.06X10 5
16.3 .586 E2 8 . 09X10"4 3.90X10 2
16.7 .535 El 1.37X10""1 1.43X10°
18.6 .530 S4 8.40X10"5 1.00X10°
19.0 .579 21 5.83X10"A 5.95X10°
27.0 .560 E3 1.18X10"4 7. 14X10 J
32.0 .549 E2 4 . 12X10~4 2.10X10 2
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tab: XI. 58Ni RESONANCES AT 90 u SCATTERING ANGLE
E







6.0 .707 S2 3.15X10""4 1.70X10 2
6.95 .704 E3 4.42X10~4 1.61X104
8.08 .700 Ghost 5.18X10""4
9.6 .695 S4 6.67X10""5 3.49X105
13.3 .632 S3 2.36X10"4 8.91X10 3
15.0 .677 E4 2.38X10"4 1.38X10°
16.3 .672 E2 9.13X10"4 4.59X10 2
13.3 .666 El 3.96X10"4 7.08X10°
20.5 .o59 34 1.37X10"4 1.16X10°
2 ] 7^ • 655 31 1.51X10"4 2.48X10°




.624 E2 3.72X10"^ 1.79X10 2


















































































TABLE XIII. 58Ni RESONANCES AT 105° SCATTERING ANGLE
E











6.0 .797 E2 2 . 10X10"4 1.57X10 2
6.97 .793 E3 6.42X10"4 2.15X104
8.08 .789 Ghost 1.78X10""4
9.69 .733 E4 1.05X10"4 3.69X10 5
11.5 .776 1.5 3X10"4
13.3 .769 23 2.66X10~4 8.87X10 3
15.2 .762 E4 -1.41X10"4 1.68X10°
16.3 .757 E2 8.19X10""4 5.12X10 2
13.3 .750 El 1.33X10"4 7.05X10°
19.5 .745 34 3.49X10"4 1.42X10
21.75 .737 31 7.29X10" 5 2.47X10°
27.0 .713 33 1.11X10"4 3.90X10"'
32.0 .700 32 3.59X10"4 1.89X10 2









6.11 .800 E2 2.88X10"4 1.2 3X10 2
7.0 .796 33 3.05X10"4 1.02X104
7.6 .794 33 2 . 12X10""4 7.08X10 3
















14.9 .766 34 2.10X10"4 7.86X10 5
16.2 .761 32 9.38X10""4 5.96X10 2
16.7 .759 El 4.50X10"5 1.96X10°
13.6 .752 E4 3.85X10"'4 1.5 3X10°
19.0 .750 El 1.56X10"4 5.99X10°
27.0 .721 33 2 . 87X10"4 1.01X104
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PiaURS 2. 58Ni INELASTIC SPECTRA AT 45° MINUS
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FIGURE 4. 58Ni INELASTIC SPECTRA AT 60° MINUS
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'IGUBE 6. 53Ni FULL INELASTIC SPECTRUM AT 75°



















,.FIGURE 7. 53Ni INELASTIC SPECTRA AT 75 v ONUS
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FIGURE 3. 5 %i PULI INELASTIC SPECTRUM AT 90°.
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FIGURE 10. 58Ni INELASTIC SPECTRA AT 90° MINUS








































FIGURE 13. 5 Ni INELASTIC SPECTRa AT 105° MINUS
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FIGURE 15. °°Ni INELASTIC SPECTRA a? 45° MINUS
BACKGROUND AND SELECTED RESONANCES.
Minus: 3-host Peak
32 § 16.20 MeV
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FIGURE 15. °°Ni FULL INELASTIC SPECTRUM AT 50°
WITHOUT BACKGROUND.
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FIGURE 17. °°Ni INELASTIC SPECTRA AT 60° &INUS
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FIGURE 20. °°Ni INELASTIC SPECTRA AT 75° MINUS
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FIGURE 22. o0Ni FULL INELASTIC SPECTRUM AT 90°




FIGURE 23. DUNi INELASTIC SPECTRA AT 90° MINUS
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FIGURE 29. Normalized DV/BA Gross Sections for
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FIGURE 31. Experimental inelastic form factors
squared for state at 6.96 MeV
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FIGURE 32. Experimental inelastic form factors
squared for state at 9.6 Bflev
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FIGURE 33. Experimental inelastic form factors
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FIGURE 35. Experimental inelastic form factors
squared for state at 16.3 MeV
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FIGURE 36. Experimental inelastic form factors




FIGURE 37. Experimental inelastic form factors
squared for state at 20.0 MeV
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FIGURE 38. Experimental inelastic form factors
sauared for state at 21.75 MeV
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FIGURE 39. Experimental inelastic form factors
squared for state at 27.0 MeV
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FIGURE -0. Experimental inelastic form factors
squared for state at 32.0 Mev
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FIGURE 41. Experimental inelastic form factors
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FIGURE 42. Experimental inelastic form factors
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FIGURE 43. Experimental inelastic form factors
scuared for state at 3.7 MeV
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FIGURE 44. Experimental inelastic form factors
squared for state at 11.4 MeV
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FIGURE 45. Experimental inelastic form factors
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FIGURE 46. Experimental inelastic form factors
squared for state at 14.9 MeV
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FIGURE 47. Experimental inelastic form factors
souared for state at 16.2 MeV
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FIGURE 48.
Experimental inelastic form factors
souared for state at 16.7 MeV
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FIGURE 49* Experimental inelastic form factors
squared for state at 13.6 MeV
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FIGURE 50, Experimental inelastic form factors
squared for state at 19.2 MeV
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FIGURE 51. Experimental inelastic form factors
squared for state at 27.1 MeV
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FIGURE 52. Experimental inelastic form factors




FIGURES 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 14, 16, 19, 22, and 25
102.0 MeV electrons scattered inelastically from
58Ni and 60Ni under 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°, and 105°.
The fitted background (consisting of the radiation
tail and machine background) has been subtracted.
The relative change in peak height with angle
(momentum transfer) indicates the contribution of
the various multipoles . The spectra were taken and
fitted with 10 data points per MeV. For graphical
purposes, the number of points for these spectra was
reduced by a factor of 4. The error for the 4 5°
5 8data of Ni (Figure 1) is of the size of the data
points. Note the horizontally suppressed scales
for the 75° spectra of 8Ni and the 75° and 90°
f 6 0...spectra of Ni
.
FIGURES 2, 4, 15, and 17
102.0 MeV electrons scattered inelastically from
58Ni and 60Ni under 45° and 60°. The fitted back-
ground (consisting of the radiation tail and machine
background) has been subtracted. Additionally, the
three-step sequence of plots indicates the removal
of the ghost peak, E2 resonances, and the E3
resonances (in that order) in the GR region in order
that the contribution of the GDR's to the spectra
may be visualized more clearly. The spectra were
taken and fitted with 10 data points per MeV. For
graphical purposes , the number of points for these
spectra was reduced by a factor of 4. Note the
horizontally suppressed scale for the 45° spectra




FIGURES 5, 8, 11, 18, 21, and 24
10 2.0 MeV electrons scattered inelastically from
58Ni and 60Ni under 75°, 90°, and 105°. The fitted
background (consisting of the radiation tail and
machine background) has been included. The reso-
nances which were used for fitting the spectra
and the background as described in the results are
drawn. The spectra were taken and fitted with 10
data points per MeV. For graphical purposes, the
number of points for all spectra was reduced by
a factor of 4. Note the suppressed vertical and
horizontal scales for all spectra except the 105°
58
spectra of Ni where only the vertical scale is
suppressed.
FIGURES 7 and 20
102.0 MeV electrons scattered inelastically from
3 Ni and Ni under 75°. The fitted background
consisting of the radiation tail and machine back-
ground) has been subtracted. Additionally, the
three-step sequence of plots indicates the removal
of the ghost peak, the El resonances, and the E3
resonances (in that order) in the GR region in
order that the contribution of the Giant Quadrupole
Resonances (both isoscalar and isovectors) to the
spectra may be visualized more closely. The spectra
were taken and fitted with 10 data points per MeV.
For graphical purposes, the number of points for
these spectra was reduced by a factor of 4. Note





FIGURES 10, 13, 23, and 26
102.0 MeV electrons scattered inelastically from
Ni and °Ni under 90° and 105°. The fitted
background (consisting of the radiation tail and
machine background) has been subtracted. Additionally,
the three-step sequence of plots indicates the
removal of the ghost peak, the El resonances, and
the E2 resonances (in that order) in the GR region
in order that the contribution of the Giant Octu-
pole Resonances (E3) to the spectra may be visual-
ized more clearly. The spectra were taken and
fitted with 10 data points per MeV. For graphical
purposes, the number of points for these spectra
was reduced by a factor of 4 . Note the suppressed
horizontal scale of the 90° spectra of Mi (Figure 23)
FIGURES 27 and 28
Comparison of Ni and Ni spectra of 102.0 MeV
electrons scattered inelastically under 45° and
60°. The spectra were taken with 10 data points
per MeV. The background does not correspond to
the real background and is only intended to guide
the eye. Note the suppressed horizontal scales in
both Figures 27 and 28.
FIGURE 29
DWBA cross sections for El to E4 transitions divided
by the Mott cross section. The curves were normalized
so that the first maxima are equal. The program of
Tuan et al. (TuaW68) was used with a transition charge
density given by equation (111-23) the Goldhaber-
Teller model. The figure shows that momentum transfer
covered by this experiment is selective for





Relative DWBA cross section using the Golhaber-Teller
model compared to the experimental values for the
5 8
state in Ni at 6 . MeV with a width of 1.09 MeV.
The comparison favors an E2 assignment. The value
for 45° was omitted since it was inconsistently
higher than the remaining four values due to the
effect of the ghost peak in this region of excita-
tion energy. Error bars of 15% were assumed for
all data points.
FIGURE 31
Similar to Figure 30, but for state at 6.96 MeV
5 8in Ni, with a width of 0.8 MeV. An E3 assign-
ment is evident from the comparison. The value at
45° was omitted since it plotted significantly
higher than the remaining values. The E3 strength
at 45° is insignificant and is dominated by the
ghost peak in this region of excitation energy.
Error bars of 15% were assumed for all data points
FIGURE 32
Relative DWBA cross section using the Goldhaber-
58Teller model compared to the state in Ni at 9 .
6
MeV with a width of 0.7 MeV. The comparison favors
an E4 assignment. Error bars of 15% were assumed
except at 75° where the statistical error was 22.5%
FIGURE 33
Relative DWBA cross section using the Goldhaber-
58Teller model compared to the state in Ni at 13.3
MeV with a width of 1.5 MeV. The comparison iden-
tifies this state as E3. The value at 45° was
133

fixed to a value consistent with the other four
angles. This state could not assume the required
strength in a free fit as should be expected for
an E3 transition at 45°. Error bars of 15% were
used for all points.
FIGURE 34
Relative DWBA cross section calculated with the
5 8Goldhaber-Teller model for the structure in Ni
at 15.1 MeV with a width of 4 . 3 MeV. An E4 assign-
ment is favored based on the two data points
available. Statistical error bars of 23% for 90°
and 19% for 105° were plotted.
FIGURE 3 5
Relative DWBA cross sections using the Goldhaber-
Teller model compared to the resonance at 16.3
MeV with a width of 4.5 MeV. Comparison identifies
this resonance as E2. The free fit strength of
this resonance at 45° was inconsistent at 75%
EWSR and was held constant at the mean strength of
the other four angles (i.e., 50% EWSR) in order
not to interfere with the extraction of the El




Relative DWBA cross sections using the Goldhaber-
Teller model compared to the resonance at 18.3
MeV with a width of 4.2 MeV. Comparison based on
the three forward angles favors an El assignment.
A free fit of this resonance at 90° produced low
values of transition strength while high values were
obtained at 105°. It was also noted that the
134

strength of this resonance at 45° increased from
64% to 72% EWSR when the E2 resonance at 16.3 MeV
was fixed to 50% EWSR. This indicates a possible
interdependence of the El and E2 resonances near
this excitation energy at low momentum transfer.
Error bars of 15% were estimated.
FIGURE 37
Relative DWBA cross section calculated with the
5 8Go ldhaber-Teller model for the structure in Ni
at 20.0 MeV with a width of 5.0 MeV. An E4 assign-
ment is favored based on this limited data. The
statistical error of 29% and 17% was taken for
90° and 105°, respectively, because they were
greater than the estimated uncertainty from
background variations.
FIGURE 38
Relative DWBA cross section calculated with the
5 8Goldhaber-Teller model for the structure in Ni
at 21.75 MeV with a width of 5.0 MeV. Comparison
favors an El assignment. Transition strength for
the backward angles was fixed to the mean value of
the forward angles, 25% EWSR. This is justified
since an insignificant El contribution is expected
at 90° and 105°. A free fit produced 86% EWSR
at 90° and 139% EWSR at 105°. Error bars of 15%
were assumed.
FIGURE 39
Relative DWBA cross section calculated with the
5 8Goldhaber-Teller model for the structure in Ni
at 27.0 MeV and a width of 6.0 MeV. Either an E2
or E3 assignment is possible in the comparison.
135

A free fit of this resonance at 45° produces a
value of higher strength. It is also noted that
fixing the strength of the El resonances at 90°
and 105° produced lower values at these angles for
the 27.0 MeV transition. Statistical errors of
36%, 45%, and 55% were obtained from the fitting
program for 75 °, 90°, and 10 5° , respectively.
These errors are reflected in the error bars
indicated in this figure.
FIGURE 4
Relative DWBA cross section calculated with the
5 8Goldhaber-Teller model for the structure in Ni
at 32.0 MeV and with a width of about 10 MeV. An
E2 assignment was favored in the comparison. Due
to the unexplained dip in the 60° spectrum between
33 and 36 MeV (see Figure 3) , the strength of this
resonance was inconsistently low (i.e., 25% EWSR)
and was therefore, fixed to the mean value of 4 7%
EWSR. Although this resonance could not be detected
in the spectrum at 45°, the symbol "" corresponds
to a resonance with a height of one standard devia-
tion in the count rate and is, therefore, regarded
as an upper limit. The error at 45° represents one
additional standard deviation. An error of 20%
was estimated for the value at 75°, while statistical
errors of 25% and 27% were used for the values at
90° and 105° ,. respectively
.
FIGURE 41
Relative DWBA cross section using the Goldhaber-
Teller model compared to the state in Ni at 6.12
MeV with a width of . 7 MeV. The comparison favors
an E2 assignment. Error bars of 15% were estimated,




Similar to Figure 41 except that the comparison
was made for the combined strength of the states
at 7.0 and 7.6 MeV in Ni with widths of .
7
and 0.95 MeV, respectively. These states were
considered together due to their close proximity
in excitation energy and the resulting interdepen-
dence seen during the fitting process. Comparison
favors an E3 assignment. Error bars of 15% were
estimated.
FIGURE 4 3
Relative DWBA cross section using the Goldhaber-
Teller model compared to the state in Ni at 8.7
MeV with a width of 0.97 MeV. The comparison favors
an E3 assignment. An error bar of 15% was estimated
for the value at 90°. Statistical errors of 21%
and 16% were reflected in the error bars for 75°
and 105°, respectively.
FIGURE 44
Relative DWBA cross section using the Goldhaber-
Teller model compared to the state in Ni at 11.4
MeV with a width of 1.2 MeV. The comparison favors
an E4 assignment based on this limited data. Sta-
tistical error bars of 30% and 23% are indicated
for 90° and 105°, respectively.
FIGURE 4 5
Relative DWBA cross section using the Goldhaber-
6 D
Teller model compared to the resonance in Ni
at 12.8 MeV with a width of 1 . 5 MeV. An E3 assign-
ment is somewhat favored over an E4 assignment in
137

the comparison. In the case of either the E3 or
E4 DWBA curve, one data point lies above and one
lies below by more than the estimated error bars.
However, the two central data points lie well
within the error bars in the case of the E3 assign-
ment, while the E4 curve is just contained within
the error bars, passing below the data point at
75° and above the point at 90°. An error of 15%
was estimated for all points except the value at
60°, where the statistical error was 27%.
FIGURE 4 6
Relative DWBA cross section using the Goldhaber-
6 D
Teller model compared to a resonance in Ni at
14.9 MeV with a width of 2.1 MeV. The value at
75° was fixed to the mean value obtained at 90°
and 105°. Comparison favored an E4 assignment for
this resonance. The statistical error of 36% in
the value at 90° is indicated by the error bar.
An error of 15% was estimated for the value at
105°.
FIGURE 47
Relative DWBA cross section using the Goldhaber-
Teller model compared to the resonance in Ni at
16.2 MeV with a width of 4.7 MeV. Comparison favors
an E2 assignment. Error bars of 15% were estimated
for the values at 60°, 75°, and 105°. The statis-
tical errors of 20% and 22% for the values at 45°




Relative DWBA cross section using the Goldhaber-
fi oTeller model compared to the resonance in Ni
at 16.7 MeV with a width of 2.1 MeV. An El assign-
ment is indicated by the comparison. The value
at 105° was fixed due to its small contribution
at this momentum transfer. Error bars of 15% were
estimated for the values at 45° and 75 °, while the
statistical errors of 17% and 46% were used to
determine the error bars for the values plotted
at 60° and 90° , respectively.
FIGURE 4 9
Relative DWBA cross section using the Goldhaber-
Teller model compared to the resonance in Ni at
18.6 MeV with a width of 4.0 MeV. The value at 75°
was fixed due to the insignificant strength of this
resonance at this momentum transfer. The comparison
favors an E4 assignment. A statistical error bar
of 23% was plotted for the value at 90° while
an error bar of 15% was estimated for the value at
105°.
FIGURE 50
Relative DWBA cross section using the Goldhaber-
f> o
Teller model compared to the resonance in Ni at
19.2 MeV with a width of 6.0 MeV. Comparison favors
an El assignment. The values at 90° and 105° were
fixed at the mean strength found in the forward
angles (51% EWSR) due to the small contribution of
this resonance to the total cross section at 90°




Relative DWBA cross section using the Goldhaber-
Teller model compared to the resonance in Ni at
21.1 MeV with a width of 6.0 MeV. Comparison
favors an E3 assignment, although neither an E2
nor an E4 assignment can be discounted. Statisti-
cal error bars of 43%, 21%, and 17% were plotted
for the values at 60°, 75°, and 90° , respectively
An error of 15% was assumed for the value at 105°
FIGURE 5 2
Relative DWBA cross section using the Goldhaber-
fi n
Teller model compared to the resonance in Ni at
32.0 MeV with a width of about 9 MeV. The compari-
son favors an E2 assignment. The value at 60° was
fixed since a free fit of this resonance in the
60° spectrum yielded a consistently smaller strength
than that found in the adjacent angles. This is
possibly due to the greater statistical fluctuations
associated with this higher excitation energy and
larger momentum transfer. The free fit value at
105° is plotted as well as is the fixed value to
indicate the additional strength observed in this
resonance at the higher momentum transfer we measured
Error bars of 15% were estimated for the plotted
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thp T=l nucleus 5on;
and the 1=2 nucleus
60nj Up to 50 MeV ex-
citation energy.

